GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY
Government PE/ Sports Funding
In 2016-2017 students at Greenside will have access to £84.000 for our PE/ Sports funding.
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Our work in 2016-2017 is planned to focus on ensuring an even more positive impact on
performance, participation and enjoyment of PE/ Sports for all of our students.
We will be building on our Greenside Whole Cohort experience each Friday afternoon. This year
we have secured the use of 2 local Hall spaces to ensure maximum opportunities throughout the
winter months! Student participate is extremely high during these afternoons and has increased
as a direct result of this learning model.
Our overall theme for the academic year is ‘Personal Bests’.
We believe PE/ Sports plays an integral part in our holistic approach to learning and it forms a
strand of our World Ready programme and Specialisms. Our Specialisms also link to our PE/
Sports targets and include: A student 1st Aid course, choreography course, fitness and dance.
We believe in the importance of PE/ Sports as a fun, collaborative experience for all students.
Alongside this we believe in the importance of developing highly skilled professional sports
students and developing the individual talents of those who show ability. We wish to support
these students to compete to the best of their abilities in school, local and national events.
We are developing Student Leaders and outdoor learning this year.
Our work this year will include some opportunities to learn with and compete against other TEF
schools in London.

We have placed a big emphasis on sustainability by ensuring that an internal person who is then able to
continue such work in future years mirrors any coaching for students or staff. Our strategy for teaching
and learning is now embedded as part of a 5-year Greenside plan and model.
Our 2016-2017 Government PE/ Sports funding will be spent to:
1) Improve the quality of the teaching, learning and progress of students within different PE and
Sports activities and to increase the range of sports offered
2) Increase the sporting opportunities for students with particular talent in an area
3) Develop participation opportunities for students to develop healthy lifestyles


Employing a Cricket Coach to work with students and provide CPD t staff



CPD for a TA to become a Sports teacher



Employing a Dance Teacher one day a week



Enhanced assessment apps



Student Sports Leaders awards



Specialism Sessions – choreography, Sports Science and Dance



Paying for increased entrance and training for sporting fixtures and tournaments – continued from
’15-‘16



Improving the range of experiences at break and lunch time – purchasing equipment



Tournaments across The Elliot Foundation

Karen Bastick-Styles – September ‘16
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